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I have to say that I was hoping to have the next 18 months or so, as President Elect, to prepare
for stepping into Mike’s shoes; but here I am, with my shirt sleeves rolled up, willing and able
to do my best for BAPEN as your new President!

In October, we had our Executive and Council meetings – my first as President – and it
was genuinely exciting to be updated on all the work that each of BAPEN’s Committees,
Special Interest Groups and Core Groups are currently involved in. As Mike wrote about in one
of his earlier columns this year, the website is currently undergoing a major revamp that will
see it hosted on an HTML 5 platform making it fully responsive and much more user friendly
whether you are accessing on a computer, tablet or smart phone. This is a very large piece of
work and we will keep you updated with the progress.

In this issue you will also read about the Self-Screening Tool, which is being launched in
December and is a hugely significant achievement for BAPEN as this is the first Tool ever
developed for use in the community. We have also just launched the Care Homes Report,
which makes interesting reading – again more later in this issue.

At the end of November we will also have the launch of the new Health Economic Data
Report, which is being launched with the National Institute of Health Research and is hugely
significant. At the time of writing, the Report findings are under a strict embargo so we will
have to discuss further in the next issue. But keep an eye out for our news bulletins.

One development that I am encouraging within BAPEN is the formation of a number of
Special Interest Groups (SIGs). These bring together people who have a special interest in
specific areas of clinical nutrition, enabling the development of standards, best practice,
research and other projects, as well as focused educational meetings. At Council, we have
agreed that a new SIG is formed relating to nasogastric tube placements and policies, under
the leadership of Dr Trevor Smith. BIFA (British Intestinal Failure Alliance) is the only other
SIG within BAPEN. ESPEN has developed a number of very successful and productive SIGs and
there are many other possibilities for new SIGs for BAPEN. If you are interested in exploring
this further then please let me know via the BAPEN office.

As President, one aspect of BAPEN life I would really like to push is membership. I know
Mike discussed this in the summer but I feel it is really important to underline this message.
BAPEN needs new members because like every charitable association we are only as
strong as our membership. A larger membership also means a stronger share of voice when
we speak to Government and senior decision and policy makers. But also the funds that
your membership subscription brings in are really important and enable us to invest in the
development of resources which we can then provide free of charge for use across the NHS.

Our membership is currently around 450, which is up on last year and is very encouraging,
but it could be much better. We also need to give some thought to how we can increase the
number of our industry sponsors who really help to make our annual Conference and the
development of the tools and resources we provide a possibility.

It would be great to hear from you with any suggestions you have on how we can increase
industry sponsors and individual membership and, also, how we can work more closely with
you, our current members. Becoming a member is very easy and our membership rates are
extremely competitive, with annual membership costing from as little as £10.00.   

I hope to hear from you, Thank you 

As some of you will already know, Mike Stroud had to step down in
October as BAPEN President. This difficult decision had to be taken for
personal reasons and as a result he needs more time to be with his

family. As the new President for BAPEN I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mike for
all his hard work over the past year which has seen him really drive forward many important
projects and initiatives, in particular, our regionalisation plans.

A message from
BAPEN’s President
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Christine Russell and Professor Marinos Elia, Malnutrition Action Group (MAG)

News from MAG
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New Malnutrition Self-Screening
Website for Use by the Public

News from the
Malnutrition Action Group...

The new website which is based on ‘MUST’,
and designed for use by adult patients
and/or their carers, is to be launched on
1st December 2015. Whilst the Tool is
ready for use now we are taking time to
inform GPs and dietitians that we are
introducing it in advance of the consumer
launch. This will give primary care health
teams time to become familiar with the
Tool and be prepared for any questions
arising from a member of the general
public having used it.

The website includes general
information about the effect of illness on
appetite, a simple calculator to enable the
user to assess their risk of malnutrition
(low, medium or high; but not a score) and

links to the dietary advice sheet from ‘the
Malnutrition Pathway’ for those identified
as being at risk. Individuals found to be
at risk are also encouraged to seek
advice from their GP or other healthcare
professional. 

The development of the Self-Screening
website by the Malnutrition Action Group
of BAPEN is very much in line with a
range of professional and government
recommendations to help empower
patients and involve them in their care.
Studies have shown that patients
can effectively screen themselves in
outpatient clinics using an electronic
version of ‘MUST’ similar to the one
available on this website and we are

delighted that Carers UK and also
the British Dietetic Association have
officially welcomed the initiative. The
new malnutrition self-Screening Tool
will be available via: www.malnutrition
selfscreening.org. 

It is hoped that the website will also
help tackle unrecognised and untreated
malnutrition, which largely exists in the
community. If malnutrition could be
prevented or identified and treated at an
early stage it could reduce dependency
on others and admissions to hospital and
other care settings. It could also help
family members who are often concerned
about weight loss and changes in appetite
when a loved one is unwell.

Back in February we let you know that as part of our commitment to improving nutritional care in the community
we were developing a new Malnutrition Self-Screening website for use by the public.

New Care Home Reports

Residents who were malnourished on admission to care were
more likely to lose further weight during their residency, while
‘non-malnourished’ subjects gained weight. Most residents who
were underweight on admission remained underweight at the
time of the survey. The reports also compare weight status and
its distribution between care home residents and the general
public. Underweight (BMI <20 kg/m2) was distinctly more common
among care home residents than the general population and
obesity was less common. Underweight among care home
residents increased with age, while obesity decreased with age. 

The overall prevalence of malnutrition among those admitted to
care homes in the previous 6 months was found to be 35% and
this probably represents the most robust figure for England and
the UK as a whole.

The two reports which complete the series of reports from
the NSW surveys are available for downloading from:
www.bapen.org.uk.

Many thanks to all the BAPEN members who participated in the
NSW surveys and helped collect the data and to the BAPEN office
for their assistance with the administration of the surveys. 

Apart from providing a comprehensive analysis of the amalgamated data obtained from care homes participating
in the four Nutrition Screening Week (NSW) surveys (2007-2011), the two new care home reports, one for UK as a
whole and the other for England provide a variety of new information. This includes establishment of trends over
time, comparisons between England and the rest of the UK, and an analysis of the extraordinarily large and
variable weight changes that occur in care homes during the six months after admission. 
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PINNT, the UK wide charity and support group for people receiving home parenteral and enteral
nutrition, and one of the Core Groups within BAPEN, launched the third HANs Awareness Week, with
their ‘Art Attack’ Event. They were showcasing artwork with a difference by PINNT member and artist
Sarah Robson at the Houndgate Hotel, Darlington; an event supported by patients and their carers,
the NNNG and specialist nutrition nurses, BAPEN and a number of industry partners.

Awesome, Amazing,
Brilliant, Inspiring, Superb...
...these were just a few of the words used to describe PINNT’s
3rd National Home Artificial Nutrition Awareness Week

In this article, Carolyn Wheatley, Chair of PINNT and
Dr Ailsa Brotherton, Chair of BAPEN’s Quality & Safety
Committee provide an overview of #HANS2015.
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Sarah Robson, who has total parenteral nutrition (TPN) due to a
serious illness, felt compelled, during her lengthy hospital stays,
to create unique pieces of art from left-over items from her
life-saving therapy. Creating artwork was very therapeutic for
Sarah and provided a creative outlet for her thoughts and feelings
during an extremely difficult time.

Sarah explained: “It started with making flowers out of the
little cups you get your tablets in but turned into a bit of a
collecting obsession. This led to me planning an art exhibition of
the items I have made, with a view to promoting awareness of
people living with TPN and the support that PINNT provides people
like myself on how to live as normal a life as possible.”

Carolyn Wheatley commented: “This year we at PINNT are
delighted to have launched our third HANs Awareness Week at our
Art Attack Official Launch Event at the Houndgate Townhouse in
Darlington. This event has given us the opportunity of showcasing
the fabulous artwork that Sarah has created from the many ‘throw-
away’ items, such as port protectors, caps from vials, bottle tops,
etc., that those receiving home parenteral and enteral nutrition are
left with following their daily treatment. We wanted to celebrate
the positive side of people living with these hidden illnesses and
using these hidden, live-saving treatments and how people can
go on to live full and rewarding lives in spite of the difficulties
they face on a daily basis. Many of the pieces of art that Sarah
has created are dishes and plates of ‘food’ made from the recycled
parenteral and enteral items – bringing to attention the way in
which people on TPN eat vs. the general public. HANs Awareness
Week provides us with the opportunity of sharing some of our
members’ stories and showcasing some of the work that PINNT

undertake throughout the year, supporting members by producing
literature, running regional and local meetings and providing
guidance and support to patients, their carers, the general public
and, of course, PINNT members.”

The ‘Art Attack’ Exhibition
Dr Ailsa Brotherton reports
It was a beautiful Summer evening and as I walked into the
Houndgate Townhouse in Darlington the exhibition started
straight away with a welcome sign on an easel which held a
framed large letter ‘P’ (the ‘P’ from the PINNT logo), made of
syringes, a three dimensional picture that was simply stunning,
which set the tone and theme for the launch. There was a warm
welcome from Carolyn, who greeted each guest personally.
Despite knowing the theme, seeing it was incredible; I could see
the look of amazement on other guests faces too. There was a real
buzz from the start of the evening, which lasted all night. As I
entered the hotel I saw three easels, each holding a large picture
frame containing a plate of food and a knife and fork. They were
so detailed, so intricate and so colourful. I followed Carolyn and
Steve Brown, PINNT’s General Secretary, through the rooms of
the exhibition. I was stunned. I didn’t think it possible to make
such beautiful artwork from throw away pieces of plastic.
I looked around, the tables were all set for dinner with a
difference; delicious looking food on the plates and beautiful
flowers in vases yet none of the food was edible. In another room,
there was a table of desserts and cakes, afternoon tea plates with
dainty crust less sandwiches and cupcakes, whole cheesecakes
sliced ready to be served, and a beautiful three tier wedding cake. 
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HANs Awareness Week

"PINNT is playing a huge role in advancing nurses knowledge of
patients' needs and the art exhibition is a fabulous way of patients and
professionals coming together to celebrate the successes and stories of
inspirational patients and their carers."
Mia Small, Nurse Consultant (Nutrition and Intestinal Failure)

"What Sarah has done tonight is testament to the whole support around her
which has enabled her to do this – it makes me so proud to be part of the
support team. Sarah is truly amazing; her last question to us was: "What do
you think about me scuba diving?"
Barbara Davidson, Lead Specialist Dietitian for Nutrition Support at The Freeman

"It's fabulous to see patients looking so
well and having a conversation that doesn't
involve trouble shooting. The art exhibition is
amazing; it makes me think differently about
the ancillaries and what can be achieved by
such inspirational creativity."
Winnie Magambo, Nutrition Nurse Specialist
and Vice Chair of the National Nurses
Nutrition Group
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HANs Awareness Week

Carolyn told me one layer of the cake was real, two were made
from the plastics and I simply couldn’t tell the two apart. How had
Sarah and the cake decorator worked so closely to produce such a
similar finished product? As I turned round my eyes were averted
to a large 3D ‘masterpiece’; using purple enteral syringes which
were vertically mounted. I instantly knew that was the piece I
wanted to purchase. I walked to stand by the door, looked around
the rooms, to fully appreciate the beautiful artwork and I noticed
the hotel staff reading the patient stories that were displayed on
the bar. I joined them and they were so enthusiastic about the
evening, talking about how interesting the exhibition was, their
learning from reading the personal stories on display and how
inspired they were by PINNT members.

As I sipped my drink, the canapés were offered; delicious mini
Yorkshire puddings with beef, smoked salmon and prawns and
then mini blinis with goats’ cheese served on a beautiful black
slate... or were they? As the waiter approached with a broad smile,
I realised, just as my hand went out to take one that they were
made from cardboard and plastics. In that moment, I began to
understand, just a little and only for a fleeting moment, how it may
feel not to be able to eat the delicious food that surrounded us.
As I was thinking about what it must be like to live without food,
I remembered Geoff Simmonett, who sadly passed away in 2010

and his exceptional dedication to PINNT and his personal
contributions to BAPEN conferences. I spent the next 30 minutes
or so watching people arrive, the look on their faces as they saw
the exhibition and the smiles as everyone mingled and chatted.

Carolyn then opened the event by welcoming the Worshipful
The Mayor of Darlington, Councillor Tom Nutt, and The Mayoress
Mrs Gill Nutt, who commented:“We'd never heard of PINNT but it's
important for the council’s health and wellbeing committee to be
aware of the needs of patients receiving artificial nutrition and
hydration”. The Worshipful the Mayor of Darlington added his
personal thanks to PINNT for raising awareness of this condition
to people in the Borough. 

Carolyn went on to thank everyone for: “…joining us at this, our
unique launch for our third awareness week. The purpose this year
is to highlight how those who are fed artificially are alive due
to medical advancements which enables us to receive nutrition
and hydration when the digestive system fails. The exhibition
showcases those on the receiving end of home artificial nutrition
from the bottom up; waste products, the items used, the type of
artificial nutrition then those who are dependent on it for survival.
We want to celebrate the best of the NHS, we are proud of the
NHS and you are here because you play a valuable part in the lives
of our members, you contribute to keeping us alive – thank you for

"It's important to support PINNT. CME Medical has a very patient centric
approach but we don't often get to talk to nutrition patients directly.
Supporting an innovative organisation like PINNT allows us to give
something back to the patients; whilst also gaining direct feedback from
patients about our products, which is important for potential future
developments. Our aim is to 'listen, develop, deliver' – PINNT provides a
forum that really helps us to deliver what patients need. This evening has
been such a lovely treat for us.”
Adam Peters and Hellie King, CME Medical

“I am very honoured to be invited and to be part of this evening.
I am passionate about making sure patients get what they want
for their lifestyles – why should people be stuck in a bed when
there are wheeled rucksacks available? We provide the rucksack
and patients are able to use the pump to trial – one of my
patients recently said: ‘you don't know what a difference you have
made to my life.’ This evening is a gathering of friends.”
Moira Kallis, Inspiration healthcare, product specialist for the
Micrel pump

“The key learning for nurses is it's not always about dealing with
patients in crisis, it's about enabling people to be well. In this
environment there are no patients.”
Nicola Ritchie, Advocacy Associate at Baxter Healthcare Ltd
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HANs Awareness Week

all you do and thank you for continuing to support PINNT. In this
wonderful setting we are showing the basics of both enteral and
parenteral nutrition along with patient stories. We ask you to read
the stories, watch our film (www.pinnt.com) and take time to look
at the artwork – some of you may be interested to identify items
you see every day.”

The evening was an amazing celebration, not only of Sarah’s
fabulous artwork, but of each and every patient receiving home
artificial nutrition. The week continued to be awe inspiring with lots
of activity on social media and we are delighted to report that the
work to promote the awareness of home artificial nutrition continues
at pace. We have begun to talk about next steps and if there is a

possibility to review the King’s Fund Report (1992) and to develop
new nutrition policy to support patients receiving home artificial
nutrition support. We would like to thank everyone involved.

As the UK wide charity and support group committed to
improving the daily lives of all adults and children receiving
artificial nutrition (AN) therapies, PINNT have worked tirelessly
to partner with healthcare professional organisations, healthcare
providers and other key associations to ensure that all HANs
patients are put at the centre of care and work that is carried out.
PINNT membership is free to patients and associate members
of the participating organisations. To support PINNT’s work, visit
www.pinnt.com for information.

"Reading people's individual stories has been really interesting tonight – amazing
people doing amazing things. It's also lovely to see the people here tonight who
have come from all over the country and a great opportunity to see patients socially,
talking about Sarah's artwork. I'm on the Virtual Nutrition Support Team for PINNT
and it's really nice to meet Carolyn. I'm looking forward to working with PINNT as
the Virtual Nutrition Support Team develops."
Lisa Gemmell, Lead Dietitian in Home Parenteral Nutrition

“It was a lovely evening and a great start to the awareness week for home-fed patients.
It was lovely that his worship the Mayor was able to attend. The importance of tonight
is it highlights you can have fun while you are on feeds. I think Sarah's work is awe
inspiring', everyone is chatting, the informality is lovely, in a beautiful setting, where
everyone is able to mingle.”
Fiona Clarke, Nutricia
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BAPEN Nutritional Care Tool

We are absolutely delighted to report an incredibly encouraging
first data collection period, with more than 1,000 patients surveyed
across 17 organisations. Although it is early days, the results
indicate a high level of quality of nutritional care in participating
organisations, but at the same time highlight variation and
opportunities for learning and improvement.

It’s becoming clear, even at this early stage, that the use of
the Tool differs between organisations; some are surveying ‘little
and often’ to build up a long-term view of their data. Others are
surveying at scale on a less frequent basis. Either approach is
perfectly OK. The whole purpose of the Tool is as an enabler for
organisations, so that data can be used to promote the best
nutritional care in a way that best suits the organisations using it.
We’re focused on improvement, not performance management.
Comparisons between organisations are for learning purposes and
we hope that this approach supports you in your ongoing work.

Initially we’ve looked at six key measures, the results of which can
be seen in the Table One below:
1. Proportion of surveyed patients able to answer, who have    
received all the food and drink and/or nutritional care they have 
needed (Patient experience question 1)

2. Proportion of surveyed patients able to answer, who have   
received all the assistance to eat and drink they have needed  
(Patient experience question 2)

3. Proportion of surveyed patients screened on entry to the care  
setting (‘MUST’ on admission)

4. Proportion of surveyed patients re-screened at an appropriate  
interval (‘MUST’ rescreening)

5. Proportion of surveyed patients identified as being at risk of  
malnutrition on entry to the care setting (Patients at risk of malnutrition)

6. Proportion of surveyed patients who have lost more than 5% of  
admission weight whilst in care (Patients with >5% weight loss).

BAPEN’s first ever, online Nutritional Care Tool has been put through its paces in the first data
collection week. Between 21st - 27th September organisations were asked to use the Tool to survey
patients on four wards (or more). Questions focused on the effective screening of patients using
‘MUST’ and, uniquely, also asked patients for their views of the nutritional support they have received.

BAPEN Nutritional Care Tool update
Results from the first Data Collection Week 21st - 27th September 2015 

Table One: Six key measures results

Organisation Total
patients

Patient
experience Q1

(%)

Patient
experience Q2

(%)

‘MUST’ on
admission

(%)

‘MUST’
rescreening

(%)

Patients at risk
of malnutrition

(%)

Patient more >5%
weight loss during

admission (%)

Organisation 1 14 91% 100% 87% 100% 67% 0%

Organisation 2 22 63% 100% 91% 80% 27% 0%

Organisation 3 24 73% 67% 79% 95% 75% 0%

Organisation 4 22 100% 71% 76% 94% 48% 0%

Organisation 5 368 91% 93% 94% 93% 31% 33%

Organisation 6 2 100% 0% 100% 100% 50% 0%

Organisation 7 260 84% 84% 85% 85% 49% 34%

Organisation 8 30 100% 50% 97% 0% 7% 0%

Organisation 9 40 94% 97% 95% 83% 15% 20%

Organisation 10 116 82% 87% 85% 77% 50% 14%

Organisation 11 1 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0%

Organisation 12 85 88% 90% 79% 90% 39% 19%

Organisation 13 14 100% 67% 93% 86% 36% 0%

Organisation 14 16 92% 100% 94% 94% 44% 0%

Organisation 15 26 78% 80% 96% 95% 35% 0%

Organisation 16 23 94% 100% 96% 80% 48% 26%

Organisation 17 100 96% 91% 86% 63% 34% 38%

OVERALL 1,163 88% 89% 89% 86% 39% 11%
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BAPEN Nutritional Care Tool

In addition to the summary table, the Nutritional Care Tool
site itself has also been updated to present results to
registered users using a number of visualisations. At this
early stage, key measures have been presented as funnel
plots, to help better understand the degree of variation
between organisations submitting data (see Figure 1). 

We’ve also looked at simple bar charts to breakdown
the key demographics. Of the 1,163 patients surveyed at
the time of writing, 96% were surveyed in an acute setting
and were generally older people (70% 65+ years) and had
a wide range of primary diagnoses, the most common
of which were ‘neurological including stroke’ (12.7%),
‘gastroenterology & liver disease’ (17.2%) and ‘respiratory
disease’ (14.4%). The vast majority (70%) received nutrition
through food and drink alone (see Figure 2).

All plots have been developed to be interactive, allowing
hover functionality to identify individual organisations
and help users find the best learning. We’d really encourage
you to explore the analytics section of the site and let us
know what else we can do to help you make the most of the
data you collect.

But we’re not stopping there; further indicators are in
the pipeline, specifically around how ‘MUST’ is carried out
and the issues that organisations find in relation to
accurately and regularly weighing patients.

In any measurement instrument where the focus is
improvement, we look for change over time and as the
volume of data builds up, time series charts will be added
to the Tool to help organisations identify where they have
made a change and link this back to their improvement work.

We would like to wholeheartedly thank all those who
have taken the time to enter data and provide us with
feedback on the Nutritional Care Tool. In the coming months
we will be focussing on spread and developing the analytics
and functionality of the site in response to user feedback.

The BAPEN Nutritional Care Tool overview:
• The Tool is free to all NHS and social care organisations
• Completion takes approximately 5 minutes per individual
• The data are instantly available to frontline teams to deliver improvements
• Improvements in nutritional care can be delivered whilst the patient is still in your care 
• The Tool is completely voluntary so it is up to you how frequently you use it and the scale of use.

Our aim is that Trusts will use this Tool regularly, in the same way that the NHS Safety Thermometer is conducted once a month,
and indeed some Trusts have indicated their intention to build data collection in this way. However, we are realistic about time
constraints and current demands on organisations and are therefore asking all trusts to commit to collecting data on at least one
day during four weeks spread across the year. 

As you will have seen from our report, the first data collection week has already taken place and there are three remaining, which
mirror the approach we took in the national screening weeks. This will enable us to continue to measure seasonal differences and
changes over time.

The three remaining data collection weeks are: 
• Week commencing 14th December 2015  • Week commencing 14th March 2016  • Week commencing 27th June 2016
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Core Group Updates

Angie Davidson-Moore, Communications Officer NNNG 
www.nnng.org.uk

The NNNG have had a fantastic year so
far; existing work streams are gaining

momentum, working towards conclusion and new issues/areas of
interest are being highlighted, with plans of how work can be
organised and taken forward to shape future practice. It is clear
to the Committee that there is just too much to be done so we
will be looking to the membership and co-opting enthusiastic and
motivated people to lead on particular projects in the near future.
The Committee are currently working on a range of guidelines
which include the care and management of gastrostomy tubes,
nasogastric tubes and for people suffering from dementia.

The NNNG have been invited to be part of a work stream that
will focus on improving knowledge and patient safety around
dysphagia. This work emerged from the NPSA Alert (Feb 2015)
following the death of a patient in a nursing home having
ingested raw thickener. A day was hosted by the Royal College of
Speech & Language Therapists (RCSLT) and Caroline Lecko from
NHS England, and engaged key stakeholders from a variety of
specialisms, including dietitians and nursing. It was an extremely
valuable day, kicking off discussion and highlighting that the
issues are nationwide in that the recognition and management
of dysphagia presents significant knowledge gaps across
professionals and the public. This is a stream of work the NNNG
will continue to be involved with and support.

It has been a fantastic experience working with NNNG
colleagues over in Ireland and we have recently held a hugely
successful study day in Belfast on enteral feeding. The day was

really well attended and sponsored by Enteral UK, Biopatch and
Nutricia. More events of this kind are in planning.

The NNNG are delighted at the success of their Summer
Symposium that was held this year in Stratford upon Avon. It was
well attended and evaluated and was reported in more detail in
the NNNG Conference Special edition of the Newsletter, which
was very kindly sponsored by Corpak Medisystems this year. Plans
are already afoot for next year’s symposium and will be extra
special as it will be the NNNG’s 30th Anniversary; Leeds is hotly
tipped as a location as this is where it all began.

At this year’s symposium, the NNNG were delighted to
announce the launch of ‘The Nightingale Trust for Nutritional
Support – Pamela Harris Lecture’. This is open to any nurse or
dietitian who has carried out research or a project that directly
benefits the care of patients needing nutritional support. The
lecture is delivered by the winner who will share their own
research and be awarded a monetary prize. Those interested in
applying for next year’s prize should contact the NNNG via the
website with a 200 word abstract. We would like to thank the
Nightingale Trust for supporting this lecture, which we feel sure
will be a good launching pad for aspiring researchers. 

Dates for the NNNG 30th Anniversary Symposium will be
announced once confirmed.

Lastly, but not least, we wish to share with you the very happy
news that Liz Evans, Chair of the NNNG, got married to her partner
Chris in September. It was a beautiful day and celebration and I am
sure you will join us in wishing her all the very best for the future!

NNNG

The Nutrition and Intestinal Failure Working Group (NIFWG) of
BSPGHAN held a well attended national intestinal failure
rehabilitation study day in London, in September, organised by
Dr Jonathan Hind & Dr Jutta Koeglmeier. We also met for a
Nutrition Strategy Day. The areas of nutrition that we would like
to prioritise include:
• We continue to have a working group, led by Dr Andrew Barclay, 
developing and supporting registering children with long-term  
intestinal failure on Paed e-BANS (Paediatric electronic-British  
Artificial Nutrition Survey). We are most grateful for the support 
we have received from Dr Trevor Smith who leads on the adult    
e-BANS. Our aim is to eventually include our patients on long-
term enteral artificial nutrition. 

• Weaning from artificial/tube feeding – Our aim is to put together
a consensus document led by Sarah Macdonald, Dietitian.

• To review the stability issues in paediatric PN and consider the  

introduction of standard bags for older children as well as  
neonates for whom they are already widely used.

• Aim to address the need for standardisation of nursing 
procedures used by parents when connecting and disconnecting  
children at home on PN.

• To continue collaboration with the neonatal nutrition group.
A neonatal session will be held alongside the annual BSPGHAN 
meeting in Bristol in January 2016.

• We plan to devise some new nutrition questions for the RCPCH  
exams for junior doctors, led by Dr Diana Flynn, Glasgow.

• We are in the process of developing a Decision Tree for  
‘Managing the Neuro-disabled Child with Intestinal Failure’/  
deteriorating intestinal function, in collaboration with other  
professional groups involved in these cases.

• We are planning a national paediatric nutrition study day in  
Newcastle in September 2016.

BSPGHAN 
Dr Susan Hill, Chair NIFWG BSPGHAN & BSPGHAN
Representative for BAPEN 
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Core Group Updates

The PENG Education and Research Committee
Leads have had an exceptionally busy few

months organising the PENG Research and Audit Study Day, which
took place on 16th November in London, and also incorporated our
AGM. The focus of the day's programme built on the need to collect
evidence on the impact of the work we do in nutrition support and
in affecting outcomes. An update from the day will be included in
the next issue of e-PENlines.

In addition, we have just announced the winners of this year's
PENG Award which has been supported by an educational grant
from Abbott Nutrition, Fresenius Kabi and Nutricia Advanced
Medical Nutrition. The Winners of PENG Award 2015 were: Bruno
Mafrici, Janet Gordon, Amy Eldrid, Mel Baker, Charlie Proctor, and
Lisa Goldie. The winners presented their abstracts at the PENG
Research and Audit Study Day and further details on the winners
can be found on the PENG website: www.peng.org.uk.  

Registration for the 2016 PENG Clinical Update Course is
now live, with the residential week taking place 20th of June –
23rd of June 2016 at Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh.
The lucky five PENG members who have won a free place on the
2016 course are: Rebecca Coates, Rebecca Halsall, Lisa Hughes,
Frances Bayley, Maria Cole – congratulations!

PENG members are reminded that there is a PENG grant
available for those successful applicants who are interested in
applying, and details on this can be found via: www.peng.org.uk.

PENG Clinical Leads and Committee Members continue to actively
participate in key multi-professional BAPEN meetings and work
streams to deliver resources and influence policy on behalf of the
dietetic profession. The PENG outcomes project is moving forward
at a very fast pace, under the leadership of Sean White (PENG HEF
Lead), and a workshop was held over the summer and details of the
outputs were shared at the PENG Research and Audit Study Day,
and will also be showcased at the BDA Live conference in March
2016. The Home Enteral Feeding Virtual Group remains busy and
facilitated by the PENG HEF Leads and is a great forum for sharing
good practice. Alison Culkin (PENG PN Lead) is looking at setting up
a similar virtual group for dietitians working in PN. 

To ensure the work of the Committee remains focused and on
track and, ultimately, supports our members, the PENG Committee
and Clinical Leads met in November for a Committee update and
planning day, the day before the PENG Research and Audit Study
Day. Our work streams are aligned into three main categories:
education, membership support, and research and audit – on the
whole progress remains on track; details of our business plans and
work streams are available to members on request. 

In the next edition of In Touch we look forward to sharing details
on how you can access the new patient resources, which have been
developed in partnership with PINNT. PENG members please also
look out for e-PENlines which will be available towards the end of
Nov/beginning of Dec.

Kate Hall, Communications Officer PENG
communications.peng@bda.uk.com, www.peng.org.uk

Promoting Excellence in Nutrition Support

PENG
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Core Group Updates

BAPEN Medical 
Dr Sheldon Cooper, Chair of BAPEN Medical, member of BAPEN Council
and section Associate Editor 'Clinical Nutrition ESPEN'
www.bapen.org.uk 

With the DDF conference year and no BAPEN conference in
October/November, the Committee have had a chance to draw
breath from the efforts put in to get our contributions to DDF
finalised. We remain hugely grateful to the BAPEN Medical Trainee
Committee, now lead by Dr Elinor Shuttleworth, for leading on this
and producing such an excellent programme.

We aim to continue our close ties with the British Society of
Gastroenterology’s Small Bowel and Nutrition Section, with a
desire to deliver a joint symposium at next year’s British Society
of Gastroenterology Conference. In recent years, the model of
an expert panel actively encouraged audience participation, and
several case-based presentations as the platform for key learning
points has been well received, with standing room only in the
last two such symposia. We hope to be able to collaborate and
deliver again.

The main project that BAPEN Medical are moving forward
with is a proposal to NCEPOD (National Confidential Enquiry into
Patient Outcomes and Death) for a national study reviewing

PEG placement and removal practices, outcomes, morbidity and
mortality. Whilst this has been in part reviewed in a larger
NCEPOD study reviewing endoscopy outcomes, reported in
2004, we feel that much has changed since then, with various
NPSA alerts and changes in technology and techniques. This
is under review by NCEPOD and we hope to hear by November
whether our proposal has been accepted and adopted by
NCEPOD.

A Call for Papers...
Dr Sheldon Cooper, Chair of BAPEN Medical,
is the BAPEN section Associate Editor for
‘Clinical Nutrition ESPEN’. Dr Cooper is now
calling on BAPEN members to submit papers
for inclusion in ‘Clinical Nutrition ESPEN’.
For details on how to submit a paper,
please email: sheldon.cooper@nhs.net

BAPEN Special Interest Groups
Within BAPEN’s structure, Special Interest Groups (SIGs) bring together people who have a special interest in specific
areas of clinical nutrition, enabling the development of standards, best practice, research and other projects as well as
focused educational meetings.  

Currently, BIFA (British Intestinal Failure Alliance) is the only SIG within BAPEN and it has been successful in organising
educational meetings and is starting to have some national influence. ESPEN has developed SIGs in acute and chronic
intestinal failure, cachexia-anorexia, nutrition in geriatrics, perioperative nutrition and tracer methodology. 

There are many other possibilities for BAPEN and if you are interested in exploring this further then please contact
Dr Simon Gabe via the BAPEN office: bapen@bapen.org.uk
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Communications Update

Over the past few months we have been working with BAPEN’s
Committees and Core Groups providing communications
support for the wide variety of initiatives both under
development and that have been launched. The work of the
Communications Team is very varied and can range from
undertaking social media activity to promote relevant papers
and reports that might be of interest to our followers, to
developing detailed communications plans for major initiatives
that BAPEN are launching.  

One of the key pieces of work that came to fruition over
the summer was the launch of BAPEN’s Nutritional Care Tool
at DDF in June. After many months of planning a promotional
plan was developed that would ensure widespread publicity
of the availability of this new initiative via news pieces and
feature articles in a wide range of publications such as the
Chief Nurses Bulletin, Nursing Older People and Nursing
Management. The purpose of the campaign was also to
encourage as many organisations as possible to sign up to
participate in the first of four Data Collection Weeks, which
was held between, 21st - 27th September and was a huge
success (a full report on the results can be found in this
issue on page 7). We will have further updates for you after
the December Data Collection Week, which starts w/c 14th
December and will continue to support the Quality and Safety
Committee with on-going features and promotional activity.

We have also been working with the web team behind
the scenes, looking at a design refresh for the site and
improvements to the navigation of the site. Along with
members of a multidisciplinary group made up of Core Group
representatives, content is being reviewed, refreshed and
rewritten and these should be completed in the very near
future. Watch this space!

As you will have seen from other updates and reports in this
issue, PINNT held their third annual HANs Awareness Week in
August, which was a great success. The communications team
were very happy to be involved and provide publicity support
to PINNT for this very important week in their calendar and
ensuring as many people as possible heard about the great
work that PINNT do and the positive stories from many of their
members.  

We will be focusing on the launch of the Self-Screening
Website over the coming weeks, culminating in a consumer
launch on 1st December, along with the launch of a key Health
Economic Report at the end of November. We will have more
information about this major report in the next issue of In
Touch and prior to that on the BAPEN website.

Helen Lawn &
Charlotte Messer,
Helen Lawn &
Associates

Communications Update

www.bapen.org.uk
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For further information visit: www.peng.org.uk/clinical-update
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Diary Dates
March
Nutrition & Hydration Week 2016  
Date: 14th – 20th March 2016
Website: http://nutritionandhydrationweek.co.uk 

Newcastle Clinical Nutrition Course
This three-day course provides a broad grounding in clinical
nutrition. It is primarily aimed at trainee doctors and covers all
aspects of the JRCPTB Gastroenterology curriculum for higher
specialty trainees and the General Surgical Curriculum related
to nutrition. The programme will also appeal to a wider range
of healthcare professionals and has been endorsed by the
BAPEN Education and Training Committee.
Date: 16th – 18th March 2016
Venue: Copthorne Hotel, Newcastle Quayside.
Cost: £300 including lunches and course dinner on 16th March.
For more details and to register please contact course
administrator: claire.dixon@nuth.nhs.uk or either of the course
directors: nick.thompson@nuth.nhs.uk or
christopher.mountford@nuth.nhs.uk

Scottish BAPEN Meeting 
Health & Social Care Integration: No room for
nutrition gaps
Date: 17th March 2016 
Venue: Stirling Court Hotel, University of Stirling,
Stirling, Scotland 
For further information: janetbaxter@nhs.net 

3rd International Conference on Nutrition
and Growth  
Date: 17th – 19th March 2016
Venue: Vienna, Austria
Website: http://nutrition-growth.kenes.com

September

ESPEN Congress  
Date: 17th – 20th September 2016
Venue: Copenhagen, Denmark
Website: www.espen.org/congress  

November
BAPEN Annual Conference   
Date: 8th & 9th November 2016 
(pre-conference Teaching Days will take place 
on 7th November 2016)
Venue: Hilton Brighton Metropole, Brighton 
Website: www.bapen.org.uk

November
Intestinal Failure,Rehabilitation
& HPN – From Hospital to Home   
Day 1: The management of intestinal
failure • Day 2: The management of
home parenteral nutrition
Date: 30th November & 1st December 2015
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole Street, London,
W1G 0AE, UK
Website: www.stmarkshospital.org.uk/
nutrition-and-intestinal-failure- 

December
BAPEN North-West Meeting  
Nutrition in Clinical Practice – Hot Topics
Topics include: Enteral Feeding – Tubes, Pitfalls
and Solutions; Nutrition and Hydration –
Commissioning Challenges; Parenteral Nutrition –
Access and Complications; New Developments in Nutritional
Assessment; The Pancreas – Getting It Right; Case-based
Workshops: 1. Intestinal Failure, 2. Prescribing Parenteral
Nutrition, 3. BAPEN Workshop; State of the Art Lecture: Nutrition
in Intensive Care
Date: 4th December 2015
Venue: The Haydock Thistle, Merseyside 
To register for the meeting please contact Chris Reed at:
Christopher.Reed@mylan.com

The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust: Nutrition
and Survivorship: Nutritional issues following cancer
treatment 
The study day is aimed at dietitians, nurses and other
healthcare professionals working with cancer patients.
Date: 8th December 2015
Venue: The Education and Conference Centre, Stewart's Grove,
SW3 6JJ, UK
Email: conferenceteam@rmh.nhs.uk
Website: www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/nutritionalcare

January 2016
Clinical Nutrition Week 2016  
Date: 16th – 19th January 2016
Venue: Austin, Texas, USA 
Website: www.nutritioncare.org/cnw 

BSPGHAN Annual Meeting 2016 
Date: 27th - 29th January 2016
Venue: The Bristol Marriott Royal Hotel, Bristol
Website: https://bspghan.org.uk/annual-meeting 

Promoting Excellence in Nutrition Support

The Parenteral & Enteral Nutrition Group - A Specialist Group of the BDA

PENG Clinical Update Course 2016

For further information visit: www.peng.org.uk/clinical-update

The clinical update course is a 7 month course aimed at experienced dietitians working predominantly in nutritional support. 
The course is taught at Master’s level and on successful completion delegates will be awarded with 15 Master’s level credits 

(equivalent to one module) from Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh.

The course starts in March, when pre-course work is sent out, and ends in September when the post-course assessment is submitted. 
The residential week will be 20th of June – 23rd of June 2016 at Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh 
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BAPEN Contacts

Executive Committee
President
Dr Simon Gabe
Tel: 020 8235 4089
Email: simon.gabe@nhs.net

President Elect and Communications
Vacant

Secretary
Dr Ruth McKee
Tel: 0141 2114 286 (secretary)
Email: ruth.mckee@nhs.net

Treasurer
Dr Nicola Burch
Tel: 02476 966 092
Nicola.Burch@uhcw.nhs.uk

Executive Member: 
Data & Measurement
Dr Trevor Smith
Tel: 02381 204 153
Email: trevorsmith@nhs.net

Executive Member: Education/
Chair: Education & Training Committee
Dr Andrew Rochford
Tel: 07946 411 973
Email: andrewrochford@nhs.net

Executive Member: Quality & Safety/
Chair: Quality & Safety Committee
Dr Ailsa Brotherton
Tel: 0798 362 7454
Email: qualitygroup@bapen.org.uk 

Executive Member: Membership,
Regionalisation and Communications
Wendy-Ling Relph
Tel: 07795 450 160
Email: wendy-ling.relph@nhs.net

Council Members
Chair: BAPEN Medical
Dr Sheldon Cooper
Email: sheldon.cooper@nhs.net
Tel: 0121 371 5909

Liaison Officer: BSPGHAN
Dr Susan Hill
Tel: 0207 405 9200 Ext 0114
Email: susan.hill@gosh.nhs.uk 

Chair: BPNG
Ruth Newton
Email: ruthnewton@yahoo.com  

 Chair: Faculty
Christine Russell
Tel: 01327 830 012
Email: ca.russell@btinternet.com 

Chair: MAG
Professor Marinos Elia
Tel: 0238 079 4277
Email: elia@soton.ac.uk

Chair: NNNG
Liz Anderson
Tel: 01296 316 645 
Email: liz.anderson@buckshealthcare.nhs.uk

Chair: PENG
Anne Holdoway
Tel: 01225 722 851
Email: anne@hph.ltd.uk

Chair: PINNT
Carolyn Wheatley
Tel: 01202 481 625
Email: cwheatley@pinnt.com

Chair: Programmes Committee
Pete Turner
Tel: 0151 706 2121
Email: peter.turner@rlbuht.nhs.uk

Regional 
Representatives
North East & Chair
Barbara Davidson - Senior Dietitian 
Tel: 0191 244 8358 
Email: barbara.davidson@nuth.nhs.uk 

Scotland
Dr Janet Baxter RD – Clinical Lead,
Nutritional Support
Email: janetbaxter@nhs.net

Northern Ireland 
Sarah-Jane Hughes - Chief
Dietitian/Clinical Team Lead 
Tel: 02890 634 386
Email: sarah-jane.hughes@belfasttrust.
hscni.net 

Wales
Dr Barney Hawthorne - Consultant
Gastroenterologist    
Email: barney.hawthorne@wales.nhs.uk

North West 
Vacant 

Trent 
Melanie Baker - Senior Specialist Dietitian
Tel: 0116 258 6988 or bleep 4600 
Email: Melanie.baker@uhl-tr.nhs.uk 

West Midlands
Vacant

Yorkshire and Humber 
Sarah Zeraschi – Consultant Pharmacist
Nutrition 
Tel: 0113 392 2461 
Email: sarah.zeraschi@nhs.net   

Thames Valley
Marion O’Connor - Nutrition Support
Dietitian 
Tel: 01865 221 702/3
Email: marion.o’connor@orh.nhs.uk 

East Anglia
Dr Crawford Jamieson - Consultant
Gastroenterologist/NST
Email: crawford.jamieson@nnuh.nhs.uk 

North Thames
Dr Andrew Rochford - Consultant
Gastroenterologist
Tel: 07946 411 973
Email: andrewrochford@nhs.net

South Thames
Vacant

South West
Richard Johnston - Consultant
Gastroenterologist
Tel: 01803 654 865
Email: richardjohnston@nhs.net 

South
Peter Austin - Senior Pharmacist  
Tel: 02380 796 090
Email: peter.austin@uhs.nhs.uk

South East 
Dr Paul Kitchen - Consultant
Gastroenterologist 
Tel: 01634 833 838 
Email: paul.kitchen@medway.nhs.uk 

Industry Representative 
Carole Glencorse - Medical Director
Tel: 01628 644 163 Mob: 07818 427 905
Email: carole.glencorse@abbott.com 
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To contribute to In Touch
Faye Eagle – Publisher
Complete Media & Marketing Ltd.
Tel: 01920 444 063 
Email: faye@cm-2.co.uk

BAPEN Media enquiries
Helen Lawn & Charlotte Messer
Helen Lawn & Associates PR Ltd
Tel: 01892 525 141
Email: helen@helenlawn.co.uk
Email: charlotte@helenlawn.co.uk

BAPEN Office
BAPEN, Secure Hold Business Centre,
Studley Road, Redditch, Worcs, B98 7LG
Tel: 01527 457 850 • Fax: 01527 458 718
Email: bapen@bapen.org.uk 
Website: www.bapen.org.uk 
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